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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Aviv Shachak (Ph.D.)  
Assistant Professor  
Institute of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation  
University of Toronto  
Canada 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-Dec-2011 

 

THE STUDY Questions about patients and statistical methods are not applicable 
to this manuscript.  
 
There is a good description of the literature review and other data 
collection methods. However, there is no description of how data 
were analyzed. The supplementary data provide some idea, but this 
is not enough. It is not clear, for example, how the authors rated the 
difficulty of technical characteristics presented in Table 3. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The first part of the results section, where the authors present the 
characteristics they evaluated and the rationale for evaluating them, 
does not belong in the results. It should be presented earlier in a 
background section, as well as (briefly) in the methods.  
 
The descriptions of the systems' characteristics are good but it's 
hard to see the alignment between them and the criteria described 
earlier. Perhaps using headings would make it clearer.  
 
The discussion is good. However, I disagree with the authors' 
conclusion that "it is imperative that an international body directly 
test these products..." I don't know of any other EMR that is tested 
by such an international body. Why should open source systems be 
exceptional (especially if they are accredited by national or other 
jurisdictional bodies (e.g., OSCAR in Canadian provinces)?  
Also, the discussion of Dream-SE and WorldVista relies too much on 
personal experience, which is anecdotal rather than the study 
findings. 

GENERAL COMMENTS Minor comments:  
- The term "resource limited settings" should be defined. After 
reading the manuscript I understand that the authors refer to primary 
care settings in developing countries. The term "resource limited 
settings" is,to my understanding, more inclusive and can include, for 
example, primary care clinics in remote areas of developed 
countries or small physician offices wher the HIV/TB context does 
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not necessarily apply.  
 
- the table numbers in the text are not consistent with the numbers 
on the tables.  
 
- Title: I do not understand why the authors define this as an 
observational study since the methods only included a literature 
review and key informant questionnaire but no observations. 

 

REVIEWER William Lober, MD  
Associate Professor  
University of Washington  
United States  
 
Potential conflict of interest: I am the architect of one of the systems 
reviewed (iSante). I had no involvement with the design or conduct 
of this study, and have no financial or other interests in its results or 
publication. 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Mar-2012 

 

THE STUDY Some of these questions are not relevant to this descriptive review 
of information systems (such as representative sample of patients). 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The greatest value of this study is that it summarizes comparative 
information about open source EMR system for outpatient use in 
resource poor settings. This information is not available elsewhere, 
and outweighs (in my opinion) the weaknesses described below.  
 
Its greatest weaknesses are difficult to surmount:  
1) The declaration of the inclusion criteria reflect the author's values 
(O/S, outpatient, POC, no Internet required). While I happen to 
agree with those values, as is reflected in the design and 
implementation of our sytem, I could come up with 
counterarguments for each (and I can think of some developers of 
systems not inclulded in the list who would do so). These 
opinions/values are injected into the methods section as inclusion 
criteria, in constrast to typical study sample criteria designed to 
obtain a uniform study population.  
 
2) The Technical Characteristics section in the results has a similar 
mix of objective observations ("we found no speciial hardare 
requirements"), and opinions ("... open-source development 
toolkit..."), which I happen to share. It would be valuable to know if, 
for example, there is any actual evidence for the importance of O/S 
operating system, database, middleware, and development toolkit 
beyond the stated one, "the cost of liscenses for proprietary 
operating systems increases with the number of users". Each of the 
Technical Characteristics has this flavor of observation and 
subjective conclusion, however this section is presented as a 
summary of the characteristics important for evaluating each of the 
six systems. Since these become the catagories used to describe 
the systems in the next section, the authors could consider renaming 
this section: Evaluation Catagories, and elaborating a bit more on 
the methods/evidence that supports including each of these in the 
evaluation.  
 
3) The Characteristics of the Systems section lists the six systems 
and comments on each system's performance in each of the 
evaluation catagories, in narrative form. It is challanging to 
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summarize something as complex as an information system. I know 
two of these systems quite well, and I think the descriptions, while 
even and reasonably accurate, fail to capture the important 
characteristics and differentiators of the systems. However, the 
"even playing field" comparison is still useful. One useful way of 
differentiating systems might be to enumerate locations and #'s of 
installations that had been used in clinical settings, to actually 
support patient care (rather than reporting - another one my biases 
that I suspect the authors' share!). One has to be careful w/ inflation 
of those figures, but they do provide an interesting measure of 
"impact" of the system.  
 
Table 1/2 - it seems odd to include the whole evolution of MMRS -> 
AMRS -> OpenMRS as three separate systems. The relationship of 
Baobab to OpenMRS is not explained. IQCare, CPAD, and whatever 
FHI360 calls there system are not on the list, from Kenya alone, 
which will undermine credibility with developers of these systems. 
Also, I've heard about a system in Vietnam called PMIS, and a 
system in Cote d'Ivoire called ACONDA. I'm sure there are many 
others. Table 2 is tricky, but the authors clearly made a good attempt 
to discover and catalog systems.  
 
Table 3 - O/S development platform is listed as a criteria, but 4/6 
systems get only a "2" under "Non open source components". This 
is an example of the kind of detail that might be more fully explained 
in the article text. Same with the notion of "openness" of code. Two 
important, and very subjective(?), criterion would be "ease of 
installation if you are not the original developer", and "how close is 
the distribution release to something you can actually use". Those 
two issues may be significant barriers to adoption.  
 
The limitations paragrah (which is not clearly labelled as such) says 
that three surveys were administetered to observers who use or 
develop the system. As far as I'm aware, only one survey was filled 
out on iSante, by a country program manager. I recall when the lead 
author contacted our group, and I recall the email exchange with the 
program manager, who responnded to the questionaire. I know she 
sought input from others within our group, and conciencously replied 
as completly as she could. Its interesting to see how that information 
surfaces in the paper, what things we think are significant that were 
not assessed, and how the system we developed contrasts in the 
paper with other systems (about which we also know - in some 
cases - a considerable amount).  
 
I've never thouught about this before, but review articles of this type 
should consider documenting contact information (with permission, I 
suppose) about the key informants. Our system has a reasonably 
large community of stakeholders, and I suspect those who see this 
article will wonder who supplied the information. That's certainly true 
of systems like OpenMRS and WorldVista, with large stakeholder 
communities.  
 
Some of my comments above highlight other areas which I think are 
limitations.  
 
Despite limitations and brevity, I think this comparison was valuable 
to me, and deserves dissemination. I'd suggest the authors consider 
addressing the above points, clearly label the limitations section, and 
consider where separating their values from the reported results. 
Their experience and values are important, and worth some 
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elaboration. 

REPORTING & ETHICS The authors might declare their experience w/ two of the systems as 
a potential conflict of interest, or describe that experience more 
completely in the discussion section so it is clear that it is not. 

 

REVIEWER Hannan, Terry 
Launceston General Hospital, Department of Medicine 
No competing interests 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Jan-2012 

 

THE STUDY No patients involved. No signficant statistical methods required.  
Outcomes have limitations rather than unclear. 

GENERAL COMMENTS  

 

 

Page 4.L 28. There are very few "full clinical care" systems in the 

world. Even the established systems [see International Journal of 

Medical Informatics 54 (1999)] demonstrate continuing evolutionary 

adaptability as the end user and care environment responds to the 

implemented technologies. 

 

Page 5. L 25. Forms designed as "output" tools facilitate data 

recording rather than data capture devices. At the current status of 

e-Health implementations in developing or developed economies 

there will remain an admixture of e- and paper record 

systems.[W.Tierney-2011 AMIA Plenary] 

 

Page 5. L 36. Does this imply "doctor"? This has real and potential 

limitations in human and technical resource areas. 

 

Page 8. L35. More significant is the "digital divide" as described by 

W. Tierney.[ Tierney, W.M., et al., Crossing the "digital divide:" 

implementing an electronic medical record system in a rural Kenyan 

health center to support clinical care and research. Proc AMIA 

Symp, 2002: p. 792-5.] 

 

Page 9 L 11. The benefits of the timely Implementers and Users 

groups of OpenmRS provide continuous support. The critical feature 

of this program is the end user driven need for change and local 

adaptation. It can run locally or on a web based server. 

 

Page 9 L 20. This is not a problem isolated to systems in developing 
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nations. We understand e-prescribing is an inherently complex 

process and end user adaptation to prescribing technologies is often 

a major impediment to successful implementation. The presence of 

a drug dictionary is only a part of e-prescribing. 

 

Page 9 L 25. This reflects the established "plug and play" model 

which is often a factor in implementation failures. 

 

Page 9 L 45. Boabab has been well documented and is one of the 

few systems that has been successful in developing economies. 

Also the role of international partnerships for developing economies 

for e-health developments is often critical to success. See 

OpenMRS. I believe that the authors need to consider the Baobab 

system for inclusion even if the definition of open source is not fully 

met as it is one of the most important point of care EMR system in a 

poor African country. 

 

On the issue of clinician involvement the authors need to consider 

the documented direct clinician patient lookup in OpenMRS in 

Rwanda even though it is not used for clinician data entry. For 

example in 2011 there were > 8000 clinician lookups there last year 

of HIV patient summaries. It is acknowledged that it is difficult to get 

clinicians to enter data directly (CPOE- Amarasingham R, Plantinga 

L, Diener-West M, Gaskin DJ, Powe NR. Clinical information 

technologies and inpatient outcomes: a multiple hospital study. Arch 

Intern Med. 2009;169(2):108-114.] ) however clinician lookup of data 

and information is a significant measure of appropriate functionality. 

[International Journal of Medical Informatics 54 (1999) 183–196 The 

CCC system in two teaching hospitals: a progress report. Warner V. 

Slack  Howard L. Bleich, and The Regenstrief Medical Record 

System. IJMI 54 (1999)] 

Where the concept of “clinician” includes all those involved in the 

patient care processes (doctors, nurses, pharmacists, allied health, 

etc) we can see in Nigeria where „encounter‟ data lookup is used 

effectively for measuring and improving the quality of care. Nigeria: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIpqE5WoufE 

 

Page 9 L 48. Evaluation is best performed at the local level where it 

is implemented. This is where the functionalities of the system have 

the greatest impact. An e-health system in one locale will have 

different to impacts to those in others. Also the sequence of 

implementation of functionalities will be different. 
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: Aviv Shachak (Ph.D.)  

Assistant Professor  

Institute of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation  

University of Toronto  

Canada  

 

There is a good description of the literature review and other data collection methods. However, there 

is no description of how data were analyzed. The supplementary data provide some idea, but this is 

not enough. It is not clear, for example, how the authors rated the difficulty of technical characteristics 

presented in Table 3.  

There is unfortunately no standardized way to evaluate ease-of-use of software. We added the 

following paragraph in the methods section, which we feel explains further our attempts at 

summarizing the data: Given that our readers may be clinicians with limited computer expertise, we 

attempted to summarize the results in a concise format. Inevitably, this led to judgement calls on our 

part concerning ease of installation, use, and maintenance.  

We also included the original survey responses for readers with more expertise.  

 

The first part of the results section, where the authors present the characteristics they evaluated and 

the rationale for evaluating them, does not belong in the results. It should be presented earlier in a 

background section, as well as (briefly) in the methods. Thank you. We did this.  

 

The descriptions of the systems' characteristics are good but it's hard to see the alignment between 

them and the criteria described earlier. Perhaps using headings would make it clearer. We did this.  

 

The discussion is good. However, I disagree with the authors' conclusion that "it is imperative that an 

international body directly test these products..." I don't know of any other EMR that is tested by such 

an international body. Why should open source systems be exceptional (especially if they are 

accredited by national or other jurisdictional bodies (e.g., OSCAR in Canadian provinces)?  

Also, the discussion of Dream-SE and WorldVista relies too much on personal experience, which is 

anecdotal rather than the study findings.  

The WHO has done extensive laboratory testing of rapid malaria tests and has published the results, 

so testing by WHO and other international bodies is not something farfetched. Accreditation is 

important, but project like OpenMRS and DREAM are unlikely to seek accreditation, since they are 

not designed to be used in developed countries.  

 

Minor comments:  

- The term "resource limited settings" should be defined. After reading the manuscript I understand 

that the authors refer to primary care settings in developing countries. The term "resource limited 

settings" is,to my understanding, more inclusive and can include, for example, primary care clinics in 

remote areas of developed countries or small physician offices wher the HIV/TB context does not 

necessarily apply.  

We added the following to the introduction and made it clear in the methods section that we are 

talking specifically about places with unreliable access to the internet: The motivation for this study 

came from the need to equip a new medical school teaching clinic with an electronic medical record, 

both to improve medical care and to teach medical students about medical informatics. The setting 

has slow, unreliable internet access and inconsistent electrical supply  

 

- the table numbers in the text are not consistent with the numbers on the tables. Fixed.  
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- Title: I do not understand why the authors define this as an observational study since the methods 

only included a literature review and key informant questionnaire but no observations.  

We agree completely and removed it. This was an aberration from the on-line manuscript submittal 

software, which required us to state whether or not it was an observational study.  

 

 

Reviewer: Terry Hannan  

Launceston General Hospital, Department of Medicine  

 

The page numbers of the pdf document that I downloaded from the website appear to be different 

than the document that Dr. Hannan has on hand, so I am not always sure of his page and line 

references.  

 

Page 4.L 28. There are very few "full clinical care" systems in the world. Even the established 

systems [see International Journal of Medical Informatics 54 (1999)] demonstrate continuing 

evolutionary adaptability as the end user and care environment responds to the implemented 

technologies. Agreed.  

 

Page 5. L 25. Forms designed as "output" tools facilitate data recording rather than data capture 

devices. At the current status of e-Health implementations in developing or developed economies 

there will remain an admixture of e- and paper record systems.[W.Tierney-2011 AMIA Plenary]. 

Agreed.  

 

Page 5. L 36. Does this imply "doctor"? This has real and potential limitations in human and technical 

resource areas. This is the section on “Clinical Functionalities” (now in the Methods section). We don‟t 

use the term “doctor” in the manuscript and doctors are not the only ones that prescribe medications 

anywhere that I have worked on 3 continents.  

 

Page 8. L35. More significant is the "digital divide" as described by W. Tierney.[ Tierney, W.M., et al., 

Crossing the "digital divide:" implementing an electronic medical record system in a rural Kenyan 

health center to support clinical care and research. Proc AMIA Symp, 2002: p. 792-5.]. Agreed.  

 

Page 9 L 11. The benefits of the timely Implementers and Users groups of OpenmRS provide 

continuous support. The critical feature of this program is the end user driven need for change and 

local adaptation. It can run locally or on a web based server. I am not sure how to respond to this 

comment.  

 

Page 9 L 20. This is not a problem isolated to systems in developing nations. We understand e-

prescribing is an inherently complex process and end user adaptation to prescribing technologies is 

often a major impediment to successful implementation. The presence of a drug dictionary is only a 

part of e-prescribing.  

Agreed, and I atttempted to clarify this by referring to the US National Drug Code system as a 

possible model.  

Page 9 L 25. This reflects the established "plug and play" model which is often a factor in 

implementation failures.  

 

Page 9 L 45. Boabab has been well documented and is one of the few systems that has been 

successful in developing economies. Also the role of international partnerships for developing 

economies for e-health developments is often critical to success. See OpenMRS. I believe that the 

authors need to consider the Baobab system for inclusion even if the definition of open source is not 

fully met as it is one of the most important point of care EMR system in a poor African country. We 

contacted the Baobab developer, Gerry Douglas, directly and he told us it is a proprietary system 
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which is not available to potential users. We futher clarified in the text: it is a proprietary system 

developed with public funding and is not available to non-affiliated users.  

 

 

On the issue of clinician involvement the authors need to consider the documented direct clinician 

patient lookup in OpenMRS in Rwanda even though it is not used for clinician data entry. For example 

in 2011 there were > 8000 clinician lookups there last year of HIV patient summaries. It is 

acknowledged that it is difficult to get clinicians to enter data directly (CPOE- Amarasingham R, 

Plantinga L, Diener-West M, Gaskin DJ, Powe NR. Clinical information technologies and inpatient 

outcomes: a multiple hospital study. Arch Intern Med. 2009;169(2):108-114.] ) however clinician 

lookup of data and information is a significant measure of appropriate functionality. [International 

Journal of Medical Informatics 54 (1999) 183–196 The CCC system in two teaching hospitals: a 

progress report. Warner V. Slack Howard L. Bleich, and The Regenstrief Medical Record System. 

IJMI 54 (1999)].  

 

Where the concept of “clinician” includes all those involved in the patient care processes (doctors, 

nurses, pharmacists, allied health, etc) we can see in Nigeria where „encounter‟ data lookup is used 

effectively for measuring and improving the quality of care. Nigeria: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIpqE5WoufE  

 

We stated specifically in the Methods section that: The functionality and decision-support facilitated by 

an EMR is lost if data is collected on paper and subsequently entered in a database for later analysis. 

For this reason, we limited our analysis to systems that currently function in the field as point-of-care 

EMRs  

 

Page 9 L 48. Evaluation is best performed at the local level where it is implemented. This is where the 

functionalities of the system have the greatest impact. An e-health system in one locale will have 

different to impacts to those in others. Also the sequence of implementation of functionalities will be 

different.  

 

 

Reviewer: William Lober, MD  

Associate Professor  

University of Washington  

United States  

 

Potential conflict of interest: I am the architect of one of the systems reviewed (iSante). I had no 

involvement with the design or conduct of this study, and have no financial or other interests in its 

results or publication.  

 

The greatest value of this study is that it summarizes comparative information about open source 

EMR system for outpatient use in resource poor settings. This information is not available elsewhere, 

and outweighs (in my opinion) the weaknesses described below.  

 

Its greatest weaknesses are difficult to surmount:  

1) The declaration of the inclusion criteria reflect the author's values (O/S, outpatient, POC, no 

Internet required). While I happen to agree with those values, as is reflected in the design and 

implementation of our sytem, I could come up with counterarguments for each (and I can think of 

some developers of systems not inclulded in the list who would do so). These opinions/values are 

injected into the methods section as inclusion criteria, in constrast to typical study sample criteria 

designed to obtain a uniform study population.  

We feel that our inclusion/exclusion criteria serve the same purpose as a human subjects study to 
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obtain a uniform study population. For example, commercial EMRs have different uses and potential 

customers thant open-source EMRs designed for the 3rd world. We gave further background in the 

Introduction which we feel clarifies the background for this study. The motivation for this study came 

from the need to equip a new medical school teaching clinic with an electronic medical record, both to 

improve medical care and to teach medical students about medical informatics. The setting has slow, 

unreliable internet access and inconsistent electrical supply, but computers are widely used in the 

area and among the medical students.  

 

2) The Technical Characteristics section in the results has a similar mix of objective observations ("we 

found no speciial hardare requirements"), and opinions ("... open-source development toolkit..."), 

which I happen to share. It would be valuable to know if, for example, there is any actual evidence for 

the importance of O/S operating system, database, middleware, and development toolkit beyond the 

stated one, "the cost of liscenses for proprietary operating systems increases with the number of 

users". Each of the Technical Characteristics has this flavor of observation and subjective conclusion, 

however this section is presented as a summary of the characteristics important for evaluating each of 

the six systems. Since these become the catagories used to describe the systems in the next section, 

the authors could consider renaming this section: Evaluation Catagories, and elaborating a bit more 

on the methods/evidence that supports including each of these in the evaluation.  

We re-named the section and moved it into Methods. We also clarified our subjective rankings: Given 

that our readers may be clinicians with limited computer expertise, we attempted to summarize the 

results in a concise format. Inevitably, this led to judgement calls on our part concerning ease of 

installation, use, and maintenance.  

 

3) The Characteristics of the Systems section lists the six systems and comments on each system's 

performance in each of the evaluation catagories, in narrative form. It is challanging to summarize 

something as complex as an information system. I know two of these systems quite well, and I think 

the descriptions, while even and reasonably accurate, fail to capture the important characteristics and 

differentiators of the systems. However, the "even playing field" comparison is still useful. One useful 

way of differentiating systems might be to enumerate locations and #'s of installations that had been 

used in clinical settings, to actually support patient care (rather than reporting - another one my biases 

that I suspect the authors' share!). One has to be careful w/ inflation of those figures, but they do 

provide an interesting measure of "impact" of the system. We know of no source for information about 

how many implementations, or providers/patients use the systems worldwide. We do provide 

information on the number of providers/patients covered by the actually installed systems we 

evaluated.  

 

Table 1/2 - it seems odd to include the whole evolution of MMRS -> AMRS -> OpenMRS as three 

separate systems. The relationship of Baobab to OpenMRS is not explained. IQCare, CPAD, and 

whatever FHI360 calls there system are not on the list, from Kenya alone, which will undermine 

credibility with developers of these systems. Also, I've heard about a system in Vietnam called PMIS, 

and a system in Cote d'Ivoire called ACONDA. I'm sure there are many others. Table 2 is tricky, but 

the authors clearly made a good attempt to discover and catalog systems.  

We clarified the relation of Baobab to OpenMRS. We felt is was important to include both MMRS and 

AMRS, since they are still being used and readers will see references to them in the literature. We do 

note in the supplementary table 1 that MMRS was subsequently re-named AMRS. We found that 

IQCare is a proprietary system. The website advertises it as a “data capture and reporting system 

with patient management tools designed to measure patient outcomes” but not as an EMR. We were 

not able to find out information about the other systems, but as they continue to develop they should 

also be evaluated.  

 

Table 3 - O/S development platform is listed as a criteria, but 4/6 systems get only a "2" under "Non 

open source components". This is an example of the kind of detail that might be more fully explained 
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in the article text. Same with the notion of "openness" of code. Two important, and very subjective(?), 

criterion would be "ease of installation if you are not the original developer", and "how close is the 

distribution release to something you can actually use". Those two issues may be significant barriers 

to adoption. Agreed.  

 

The limitations paragraph (which is not clearly labelled as such) says that three surveys were 

administered to observers who use or develop the system. As far as I'm aware, only one survey was 

filled out on iSante, by a country program manager. I recall when the lead author contacted our group, 

and I recall the email exchange with the program manager, who responded to the questionnaire. I 

know she sought input from others within our group, and conscienciously replied as completely as she 

could. Its interesting to see how that information surfaces in the paper, what things we think are 

significant that were not assessed, and how the system we developed contrasts in the paper with 

other systems (about which we also know - in some cases - a considerable amount).  

We created a new heading entitled “Limitations.” There were 2 responders to the iSante survey, a 

technician who supplied information from a technical developer‟s and a installer‟s perspective, and a 

clinician working in Haiti.  

 

I've never thought about this before, but review articles of this type should consider documenting 

contact information (with permission, I suppose) about the key informants. Our system has a 

reasonably large community of stakeholders, and I suspect those who see this article will wonder who 

supplied the information. That's certainly true of systems like OpenMRS and WorldVista, with large 

stakeholder communities. Based on this recommendation, I contacted all responders and asked their 

permission to incude their contact information in the article.  

 

Some of my comments above highlight other areas which I think are limitations.  

 

Despite limitations and brevity, I think this comparison was valuable to me, and deserves 

dissemination. I'd suggest the authors consider addressing the above points, clearly label the 

limitations section, and consider where separating their values from the reported results. Their 

experience and values are important, and worth some elaboration. We agree entirely and highlighted 

these points in the revision.  

 

The authors might declare their experience w/ two of the systems as a potential conflict of interest, or 

describe that experience more completely in the discussion section so it is clear that it is not. We 

further clarified as follows in the discussion section: We have had limited personal experience with 

two of the systems, Dream-SE and WorldVista. We use neither of the systems currently, but 

investigated each of them as potential EMRs for our teaching clinic prior to undertaking this study. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Aviv Shachak,  
Assistant Professor  
Institute of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation  
University of Toronto  
 
No competing interests declared 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-Mar-2012 

 

THE STUDY In this revision, the authors addressed most of the issues raised in 
the previous reviews. However, they have not provided sufficient 
details on how data were analyzed. it is left to the reader to 
understand the process from the supplementary material. 
Unfortunately, it seems that the analysis is only based on the 
authors' "judgement calls", but it is impossible to understand from 
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the manuscript the process of how it was actually done and whether 
techniques for establishing validity or trustworthiness have been 
applied (e.g., rating/ scoring systems, inter-rater reliability or 
agreement, coding, researcher triangulation, etc.) have been 
applied. 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS The supplementary material contain some useful information. 
However, since it is not clear from the manuscript how data were 
analyzed, and whether techniques for establishing validity or 
trustworthiness had been employed, I cannot adequately assess the 
credibility of the results and whether they are sufficiently derived 
from the data. 

 

REVIEWER A/Prof. Terry Hannan.  
Australasian College of Health Informatics, Australia.  
No competing interests. 

REVIEW RETURNED 15-Mar-2012 

 

THE STUDY No patients involved. This is a review of systems and health 
information technology applications. 

GENERAL COMMENTS This revised version is a significant improvement on the original 
submission.  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

We agree entirely with Dr. Shachak's critique. We intended to concisely summarize the strengths and 

limitations of each system for clinicians who may not have expertise in operating systems and 

computer software. Unfortunately, we are not able to find any validated way for comparing these 

characteristics, and we recognize that our summary of ease of installation and maintenance is 

subjective.  

As a solution, we have renamed the table from "Summary of technical characteristics" to "Our 

judgement of technical characteristics" and moved it to the Discussion section. It is now the last table 

(Table 7). We think this makes it clear that it is not a scientifically-based evaluation, but at the same 

time will be helpful to non-expert readers. 
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